There are concerns about the influence of the gust wind caused by helicopters affecting the moving vehicles while hovering over the road during rescue activities. For the understanding of such complicated flow, numerical simulation of a rotor hovering above the ground has been carried out, changing the rotor/ground clearances. The rotor thrust is kept constant, and the rotor control is determined by trim adjustments incorporated into the CFD algorithm. Collective pitch angle and the required power decreases with the rotor/ground clearance which agrees with experience. Changes of the flowfield near the rotor with regard to the rotor height are investigated based on the calculated results.
Introduction Fig. 1 . General development of the flow below the rotor in ground effect operation [3] component from the CFD results remains. It was suggested to use this simple downwash model of mean velocity for further analysis of the influence of the downwash from a hovering rotor on the ground traffic in the last paper by the present authors [1] , but descriptions of flowfield in the near region of the rotor were absent. This paper is intended to focus on the changes of the flowfield near the rotor with regard to the rotor height based on the calculated results. Although the CFD method used here did not consider the viscous effects of the flow, it is considered that the flow in the near region of the rotor is not dominated by the viscous effect especially when the boundary layer on the ground is not developed.
When a helicopter is hovering in the air high enough from the ground, a high speed downwash is created by the rotor blades which can be generally predicted with simple momentum theory. This restraint of rotor downwash occurs as the helicopter reaches a relatively low altitude -usually one-half a rotor diameter. As the air is pushed downward by the main rotor system and semi-compressed against the surface, the net result is a beneficial increase in lift and a lower power requirement to support a given weight where the so-called IGE (in-ground effect) is observed. A simple schematic of the general flow developments is shown in Fig. 2 based on the observations by Lee et al [3] . On the ground plane, the flow becomes a wall jet with a boundary layer close to the surface and a developing shear flow region above with significant turbulent mixing. The flow structure changes significantly when the rotor height varies and high fluctuations of velocity along the ground are measured with PIV techniques. The experiment by Lee et al [3] is carried out with a very small rotor model (R=86mm) and the rotor tip speed was very low (Mtip ~ 0.1) compared with that of a conventional helicopter.
Considering the complexity, it is challenging to use a CFD method to correctly simulate and capture the main features of the flowfield induced by a hovering rotor in ground effect. The CFD method developed in JAXA is based on a moving overlapping grids approach and has been successfully applied to various flight conditions of an isolated rotor or with other components of a helicopter [4] . It is the first time this approach is used to simulate the flow induced by a rotor in ground effect. The required power reduction from IGE is well predicted so as the mean velocities while a low frequency unsteadiness in the flowfield is observed. Several lessons were also learned for further improvement of the prediction of this complicated flow structure especially near the ground.
Numerical Method
A CFD code referred as JAXA_ov3d [3] based on the moving overlapped grids approach is used and its main features are as follows:
• A fine inner background Cartesian grid is used to resolve the vortex wake of the rotor in addition to the wider outer background Cartesian grid. SOH type blade grid is used mainly for shape fidelity.
• Divided time steps between grids allow correct time advancing based on blade azimuth angle under respective CFL number limits set for each grid where different numerical schemes can be used.
•
Fully unsteady Euler/NS formulations are applied so that the blade motion effects are reflected through grid moving and deforming only.
• A Simple High-resolution Upwind Scheme (SHUS) [5] is used for the Cartesian background grids with 4 th order accuracy in space and also an explicit 4 stages
Runge-Kutta integration scheme [6] in time is used.
• A robust 2nd-order implicit TVD scheme [7] is used for the moving blade grids allowing larger CFL numbers.
• Standard MPI routines are adapted for parallel computing processes. As shown in Fig. 2 , a moving overlapped grid system is used for this study. The ground boundary condition is applied to the bottom surface of the outer background grid. The height of the rotor from the ground is simulated by changing the position of the bottom surface relative to the center of the rotor. The HART II rotor model [8] which simulates the main rotor of BO-105 helicopter is used conveniently for this study. The rotor height h R is changed from 0.6R to 3R and also an out-of-ground effect case is calculated for reference as shown in Table 1 .
In this study, the blade grid points are 51 in the radial direction, 95 in the chordwise direction and 25 in the thickness direction. Four blade grids are used. The inner background grid is automatically constructed as a uniform distributed Cartesian mesh at each direction. The range of the inner background grid is -1.4R~+1.4R in the X and Y directions discreted with 151 points and -0.4R~+0.4R in the Z direction discreted with 51 points. 
.6R~3R. During the computation, the collective pitch angle of the rotor is adjusted every 90 degrees of azimuth angle to keep the averaged thrust per revolution equal to the target thrust. The rotor blades abruptly start to rotate at a constant speed at the beginning of the computation. The ground effect is felt by the blade after several rotor revolutions depending on the rotor height where a smaller pitch angle is enough to produce a same thrust in this case. The collective pitch angles and required torques corresponding to different rotor heights are obtained under a constant thrust condition as shown in Table 2 .
C T is defined in this numerical simulation as
Results and Discussion
The calculated values of the collective pitch angle with regard to various rotor heights to maintain a constant thrust are shown in Fig. 3 Because of the unsteadiness of this flowfield, the collective pitch angle is shown with its variation range as an error bar to its mean value in the figure.
The torque coefficient is defined as Fig. 4 shows the calculated required power reduction from the OGE condition versus the rotor height. The result compares well with Cheeseman-Bennett's relation [9] .
Hayden' empirical relation [10] 
is also shown in Fig. 4 . This empirical relation is based on the helicopter flight test data where the fuselage exists. As can be seen from Fig. 6-9 , where the velocity vectors in the rotor center section are shown, there is a significant upwash area in the center part of the rotor which becomes stronger when the rotor height decreases, that should benefit the power consumption when a fuselage is located there.
Velocity vectors in the X plane for a rotor height of 1.0R are shown in Fig. 5 . The velocity vectors vary with the blade azimuth position. The velocity vectors shown in Figure  5 -11 are when the blade is in the same plane after 30 revolutions from the calculation start and the influence of the starting vortex can be excluded. Close views of velocity vectors at the rotor center section for six rotor heights off ground, h R /R =0.6,0.9,1.0 and 1.2 are shown in Fig. 6-11 . It can be seen the high speed flow is constrained in a thin layer along the ground surface which forms a wall jet. With lower rotor height, larger upward velocity across the rotor blade can be observed. Rotor bla Rotor blade The Q-criterion contour for h R /R =1.0 is plotted in the X plane as shown in Fig. 10 .
The Q-criterion value corresponds to the rotational component of the vortex and is used to visualize the blade tip vortex with better resolution. The rectangular frame indicates the boundary of the inner background grid. As can be seen from the figure, blade tip vortices are well captured inside the inner background grid, but diffuse abruptly into the outer background grid. The method applied to interpolate between the grids is the trilinear interpolation and the conservation between these overlapped grids can not be automatically satisfied. Nearly equal grid densities are desirable to obtain high quality interpolations. In the present calculations, the grid size in outer background grid is about 3.2 times that of the inner background grid. Smoother grid size transition or a much denser grid in the outer background grid should be used to preserve the tip vortex and simulate the vortex / ground interference better. This is one of the lessons learned from the current study. However, as shown in Fig. 15 , the radial velocity profiles for the rotor height h R /R=1.0 agrees well with the experimental data by Iboshi et al. [11] . It is considered that the mean velocities are transferred into the outer background grid with good accuracy and the obtained mean flowfields of the rotor in ground effect are valid.
Close views of the Q-criterion contour in the X plane for h R /R =0.6 ~ 1.2 are shown in Fig. 11 ~ 14 . It can be seen from these figures that the distance between tip vortices at lower rotor height is more compressed and the 3 rd and 4 th tip vortex tends to merge at these rotor heights.
Radial velocity profiles for rotor height h R /R=1.0 with comparison with existing experimental data by Iboshi et al. [11] are shown in Fig. 15 . The velocity is nondimensionalized by the uniform induced velocity defined as Apparently, due to the neglect of the viscous effects in the CFD Euler solution, boundary layer development on the ground surface for the wall jet can not be predicted. The velocity profile at X/R=3.0 is poor for that reason. However, at the near positions from the rotor, the comparison of the CFD results with the experiment is quite good. As a check of the periodicity of the flowfield, the time histories of wall speeds at Y/R=1.8 are shown in Fig. 19 . The wall speeds fluctuate with large amplitudes and the periodicities are poor. The reason of the failure to obtain generally expected periodic solutions may come from the rotor trim adjustment method used in the present study which needs to be studied further. Same phenomenon is observed in Ref. [12] and it is considered revealing the characteristic low-frequency unsteadiness of the rotor flowfields in ground effect. The mean speeds with respect to rotor height are shown in Fig. 20 together with their variation range. It is interesting that the maximum mean velocity occurs at h R /R=0.9 rather than 0.6. In reference 3, the same trend was found by Lee 
Concluding Remarks
Downwash caused by hovering rotors in ground effect is studied with focus on its flow structure in the near region of the rotor.
With a Euler solver, a rotor in ground effect is simulated and the obtained power merit curve for an isolated rotor agreed with the Cheeseman-Bennett relation.
The rotor height has significant influence on the flowfield structure in the near range of the rotor.
Strong unsteadiness in the flowfield is observed. The mean wall speed in the near range of the rotor has a maximum at an intermediate rotor height which agrees with other experimental observations.
The fuselage can have strong influence on the near-field flow structure and was not taken into account for the current study. Further CFD studies including viscous effects and fuselage could give more accurate and detailed flowfield predictions. Finer grid resolution in the flowfield where the tip vortices exist and near the ground would be required to predict the unsteadiness in the flowfiled with better accuracy.
